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High Gain
70CM Loop Fed Array and 23cm BiQuadYagi’s
(or EME on a budget! )
de K9BCT - Randy

Introduction:
My EME History

I was very active on Moonbounce or EME for
several years in the late 1990’s on 2 meters and
70CM and later in the 2000’s on 23CM.
For me it was one of the fascinating and difficult
facets of Ham Radio that I had experienced.
Although Technology has improved significantly
and has brought it within the range of almost any
well equipped station, there is still something
almost magicalabout actually bouncing signals off
the Moon!

Introduction:

EME History, 2 Meters

Starting out on the most active EME band, 2 meters, I
build up 4 Twelve element Yagi’s based on the DL6WU
Design.
Worked fine but too noisy down there!

Introduction:

EME History, 432Mhz (70cm)

Progressed to 432Mhz when I build 8 Eighteen
element yagi’s, again based on DL6WU design
These too worked pretty well but activity on
432Mhz was not “then” what I had expected…

Introduction:

EME History, 1296Mhz (23cm)
Finally, went to 1296Mhz or 23cm with twelve, then fourteen foot dishes.

First, an old 3.6 M (12’) TVRO Dish I picked up off the roof of a bar after
“Hurricane Andrew”.
Perhaps this should have warned me about the perils of South Florida!

But with EME, Big is never “Bigger” enough so
I had to move to a 4.2M (14’).
The biggest I thought I could handle…
Notice the
rectangular
feed I came up
with.
I gave a paper on
this at the 1996
International
EME conference in
Washington, D.C.

This was my Baby!

but a storm was brewing
(A category V storm at that)
 Somewhat abruptly in October of 2005 my
EME activity was all brought to an end by a
lady called



Hurricane Wilma
who decided my dish and yagi’s, even
though staked down in my yard, were too
good a target to pass.

Hurricane Wilma,
th
October 24 , 2005

Gone
but
certainly
not
forgotten!

Although interesting
to watch, it was heart
breaking to see my
yagi’s reduced to
scrap metal and my
4.2M dish bounced on
the ground until it
was warped beyond
repair.
Still I had really
enjoyed this facet of
our hobby for almost
10 years so just
decided to move on to
other areas

Nostalgia?

 Once on EME however, the challenge of this ultimate DX is
hard to shake and I longed to rejoin this truly weak signal
group. Over the following years, every time I walked past the
remaining concrete base of the dish or even gazed at the moon,
I would consider getting back to this area of Ham Radio.

Unfortunately I also noticed that my neighbor had planted a large tree
in my “window” to the east and a dish would no longer even be
possible.

The Digital Age of EME
JT-44, JT-65, Map65

 Over these same years the digital facet of our hobby also began to grow
and soon spread to EME with K1JT’s design and introduction of his

JT-44, JT65 and Map65 modes and software.

 These digital super weak signal modes began to make EME
possible with equipment and antennas well within the realm
of almost all ham operators.
 Any one with a single long yagi on 144 or 432Mhz, a preamp
and a modest power level of 50-100 watts or more could expect
to be able to work tens and tens of stations off the moon.
 In fact, the digital aspect of EME has grown to the point that CW
and SSB have seemingly taken a distance second on these two
bands as JT65 and it’s like now seems to be the preeminent mode.

A New Age (of EME)
and Technology?
 As we approached the
weekend of the 2018 ARRL
International EME contest, I
began to think it might be
fun to at least attempt to
listen to some of the activity.
Having long neglected the
VHF and UHF bands I was ill
equipped as I had disposed
of all my antenna’s and most
of my equipment for these
bands.
I did have a couple of remaining preamps and two new SDR
dongles; the Funcube Pro+ and AirSpy mini. Both of these
covered everything up to 2GHZ.
These are great little units and I was certain that with an
appropriate preamp it would do the job. All I needed now was an
antenna.

432Mhz First;

An easier band; lower losses and linear
polarization.
 Having now little room for a
large 2 meter yagi, I decided to
target 432Mhz with a single long
yagi I could operate off my patio
or possibly even use in portable
operation.

 Searching the Web for a suitable
candidate I found a new group
of yagi’s called
LFA or Loop Fed Arrays,
These have been optimized for
weak signal, low noise operation
such as EME.

20 element LFA Yagi for 432 Mhz



Within a few short days I was able to throw together a 20 element LFA yagi on a 16 ft.
boom. Mounting this on a tripod on my patio along with the preamp feeding my fun
cube SDR and laptop, I anxiously awaited the start of the ARRL contest. Much to my
delight, I was almost immediately able to copy both CW and JT-65 signals from several
of the larger stations.



Although I initially had some problems decoding the JT-65 signals due to a lack of
familiarity with the software program WSJT, the following night I was both able to copy
and decode many additional signals. Although I consider this contest weekend a huge
success for me, I now wanted to actually make some contacts.



Unfortunately here in Florida there is a power limitation of 50 watts on 432Mhz and my
previous waiver had ran out years ago.. Although contacts at the 50 watt level are
possible, it would certainly make things a lot more difficult.

Onward and Upward,
the move to 23cm or 1296 Mhz.
With the above power limitation in mind, I turned my attention to the higher bands where
only normal Ham power limitations exist.
My last EME was on 23cm or 1296Mhz and with my dish and I rapidly came to love that band.
After the 2m band, it is probably has the second most activity of all. Unfortunately, unlike
432Mhz, 1296 operation is almost all circular polarization. To compound the problem, it also has
almost 10db more path loss on the round trip to the moon.
This means that I might need an additional 3db plus 10db of directivity in the antenna area. This
would be in the vicinity of 30db of gain.
Not impossible with a yagi(s) but certainly a major investment in time, labor and expense.

Again searching the Internet I found that there are in fact
many brave souls that are very successful on 23cm with
long, long yagi’s and that gain’s in the mid 20db area just
might suffice.
Bobo, DL3OCH.

Difficulties of Long Boom
Yagi’s


Gains over 20dbi would require a single
yagi with a boom length in excess of 18
ft which might be just a little to long and
cumbersome for what I can currently
handle and what Florida winds might
permit.



A stacked array of say, four or eight
shorter yagi’s was an option but at
1296Mhz, the matching, losses and
lengths of the associated phasing lines
can significantly impact the overall
system gain.



After some calculation, I decided that 8
22 element yagis on 6 ft booms just
might do the job but I’d really have to
watch the losses.



Reducing the number of feed points
would certainly help make the
difference in both losses and complexity.

Sergey, RA0ACM

and finally;

Why and What is a BiQuad?
> Although the BiQuad or Dual Quad antenna has been around for decades in Europe, except for possibly
some WiFi use, it has really never gained that much exposure or popularity here in the U.S.
> It’s really a shame as the BiQuad is:
Very easy to build and in it’s most basic form
Has 9-11db of gain; equal to a 4 to 6 element yagi.
> As most antenna buffs are aware, a full ware loop alone has significant gain over a dipole and if you
combine two in parallel, not only do you get the extra 2-3db but also a relatively good 50 ohm match. If
you put these two loops in front of a reflector or screen, it is very easy to fabricate a small, efficient
directional antenna with in excess of 10db of gain.

What is a BiQuad?
As can be seen in the previous and the pictures below, the BiQuad is nothing more that two vertical full wave
loops, one above the other with the adjoining ends opened and joined together so the loops are in parallel.
Since the impedance of a full wave loop is roughly in the area of 100-150 ohms, placing two in parallel gives you
an impedance close to 50 ohms.
These loops could be circular, square, triangular or diamond shaped but after much modeling and
experimentation, the diamond seems to give the most gain.
Regardless, placing these two parallel loops approximately 1 quarter wavelength in front of a reflective screen
gives you not only the added gain mentioned, but also the ability to adjust this spacing for a very good 50 ohm
feed point.
Four Loop

Two
Loop

Actual
Driven Eement.

BiQuad YAGI?
Since I had built many two and even four loop versions of the above with much success, I wondered if it would
be possible to put directors in front of the antenna to further increase the gain.

Breaking out my Eznec 6.0+ and 4Nec2 modeling programs, I soon found that there was
a very good possibility that it would work but it would require two sets of directors,
each in front of their respective loop.

Before

Initial
Prototype

After

Two antenna’s, one feed; although you couldn’t achieve full stacking gain, you could
get almost 1.5db increase over a single antenna. After hours and hours of
optimization, I came up with a 22x22 element BiQuad yagi on a six foot boom(s) that
modeled out at over 19dbi. Four of these; eight booms and 4 feeds, would give me
over 25dbi in less than a 2x2 foot cube by six foot boom length.

Modeling the BiQuad Yagi
Modeling antennas can almost be as fun as building them!
 All (my) modeling done in EZNEC 6.0+
 Verified by our local 4NEC2 Expert, Tom, K4GFG
(Thanks Tom)
 Verified and modified by Boban*, YU7XL on NEC4,
TANT and KF2YN’s corrections:
*Boban -“Well, your new antenna seems to be fine!. I just made some fast checks,
with segmentation you used. The results are, after applying the KF2YN
correction formula:”
➢

G=19.17 dBi

➢

> TA=31.5 K

➢

>Tloss=3.0 K

➢

> G/T=+4.20 dB

➢

> Impedance is 49.-0.162j ohms

Modeling the BiQuad Yagi

3D Antenna Pattern of
47 Element BiQuad Yagi.

Modeling the BiQuad Yagi,
Azimuth Pattern

As can be seen, the pattern for the 47 element
version (44 directors, 2 loop DE and reflector) has a
relatively impressive frontal pattern with over 19dbi
of directivity.
This is almost equal to 100 time the input power; i.e.
10 watts input would give effectively 1000 watts
output at the receive point.

Unlike past yagi designs, current yagi’s are not
necessarily optimized purely for gain but also, F/B
ratio and side lobe performance; i.e. G/T, noise
pickup.

In this case, the gain is approximately 19.33 dbi
and the F/B, almost 34db.
Side lobe performance is a modest -15.14 but in
the forward direction, this is considered acceptable.

Modeling the BiQuad Yagi,
Elevation Pattern

Obviously the gain and F/B
stays the same 19dbi and -39db
but the side lobes have
improved to -20.38db.
Note that the beamwidth for
both Azimuth and Elevation are
almost exactly equal at 20.6 and
20 degrees.

Modeling the BiQuad Yagi,
VSWR

The VSWR or return loss of
the Yagi is equally broad and
impressive.
Effectively under 2:1 across
almost 40 Mhz of the
23cm band and < 1.1:1 over the
frequencies of interest.
VSWR minimum was adjusted
for almost 1:1 (1.08:1) at 1296.5
Mhz.
Note: it was purposely tuned
slightly high to account for rain
effects.

Modeling the BiQuad Yagi,
Dimensions

As mentioned earlier, the BiQuad
Yagi was purposely kept to a 6 foot
boom length to facilitate transport in
a car or truck for portable operation
and for operation off a tripod for the
same.
Gusty South Florida Winds were also
a consideration.
Boom lengths could have been extended
for additional gain and were actually
modeled at 8, 10 and 12 ft.
Beyond that, gain increase became
marginal.

Construction
of the BiQuad Yagi
➢ BiQuad’s have an inherently balanced input.
Although there is some disagreement whether full loops actually
require a Balun, my experience on longer and more critical yagi’s
indicate that they are typically beneficial.

➢ BiQuad’s can easily be tuned to desired input Z.
Although the natural Z of two parallel loops is close to 50 ohms in
free space, in the proximity of a reflector and director, this can vary.
This change can be compensated for by changing the spacing between
the Reflector and Driven Element. In rare cases, the 1st Director
spacing may also change.

Construction
of the BiQuad Yagi
➢ The desired Balun can be fabricated in may ways but incorporating it
with the ability of changing the spacing is advantageous.
➢ The shorted ¼ wavelength sleeve is effective, simple to make and
accommodates the tuning nicely.

Construction
of the BiQuad Yagi
➢The Balun and 50 ohm hard line center is placed through the insulated reflector
bracket.
➢The brass tubing of the Balun can then be slide in or out to adjust the Diamond
Driven Element’s proximity to the Reflector.
>Typically an almost perfect 50 ohms can be achieved.

Construction
of the BiQuad Yagi
> As can be seen below, well over -25db of return loss can be achieved. This
equates to a VSWR of 1.085:1 on the first constructed Yagi and 1.088:1 on the
second.
> Note that VSWR bandwidth is very good over the entire SSB/CW/JT-65 Band.
First Yagi

Second Yagi

Construction
of the BiQuad Yagi
➢The actual construction of the BiQuad Yagi’s was fairly straight forward EXCEPT
for the degree of accuracy that was needed on 1296Mhz.
➢I would suggest that all element lengths and spacing tolerances be kept to a
maximum of +/- 1mm. I attempted to keep the lengths +/- .2mm.
➢In order that I didn’t have to consider boom correction factors, I chose to use some
commercial antenna insulators I had previously acquired.

Finished BiQuad Yagi
(two of four planned, at least)

First test of the two
completed BiQuad Yagi’s.
VSWR checked very well
with just a little adjustment.
Sun noise testing promising.

BiQuad Performance?
Portable Operation?

Considering my early attempts at Listening to 1296Mhz signals bounced off
the moon successful, I decided to see if Portable Operation would be at least
feasible.

I found that transporting both the antennas, tripod and equipment was
relatively easy and that using a Laptop and Dongle as the receiving system, it
certainly was feasible. Not yet tried, the transmitting aspect is expected to be
the real challenge.

BiQuad Performance?
Although the
performance and
associated results are
not too impressive by
HF or even VHF
standards, it still
gives me a major
thrill to hear and
decode signals at this
high frequency that

were making a
“round trip” of
almost a half
million miles!

432Mhz
CW
NC1I, Frank up in Maine calling
CQ on 432. on his 48 yagi array.

432Mhz
JT-65B
 NC1I sending RRR
Unlike FT-8, the JT-65 mode is intentionally
designed to be very slow and a single
sequence can take almost a minute. An entire
QSO can take up to 6 to 7 minutes; i.e.
not exactly a contesting mode!
Ironically, to speed this up, some of the
more experienced “Contesters” have
actually learned to decode the RO, RRR
and 73 tones by “ear” in order to be able
to move on to another QSO more quickly.

432Mhz JT-65B

Believe, DL7APV?

432Mhz JT-65

Again, DL7APV calling CQ on JT-65.

432Mhz, JT-65B

Note the second JT-65B signal coming in
above. Moonbounce can be crowded!

1296 CW
DL0SHF
 DL0SHF Calling CQ

1296 CW
 23CM CW with very narrow
bandpass filter

Finis!
 Thanks to all that stayed with me on this; hope you
enjoyed my continuing adventure in Ham Radio!
 Hoping that it might even inspire you to take on
some of the more challenging aspects of Amateur
Radio.

73, Randy, K9BCT

